The diurnal hummingbird hawkmoth Macroglossum stellatarum can learn the achromatic (intensity-related) and the chromatic (wavelength-related) aspect of a spectral colour. Free-flying moths learn to discriminate two colours differing in the chromatic aspect of colour fast and with high precision. In contrast, they learn the discrimination of two stimuli differing in the achromatic aspect more slowly and less reliably. When trained to use the chromatic aspect, they disregard the achromatic aspect, and when trained to use the achromatic aspect, they disregard the chromatic aspect, at least to some degree. In a conflicting situation, hummingbird hawkmoths clearly rely on the chromatic aspect of colour. Generally, the moths pay attention to the most reliable cue that allows them to discriminate colours in the learning situation. This is usually the chromatic aspect of the colour but they can learn to attend to the achromatic aspect instead. There is no evidence for relative colour learning, i.e. moths do not learn to choose the longer or shorter of two wavelengths, but it is possible that they learn to choose the darker or brighter shade of a colour, and thereby its relative intensities.
INTRODUCTION
Visual objects differ in the spectral composition and intensity of the light they reflect. Intensity of light corresponds to the achromatic aspect of colour, while the spectral composition corresponds to the chromatic aspect of colour. The intensity largely depends on and changes with changing illumination whereas the chromatic aspect of colour differs to a lesser degree with the illumination. In bright light, chromatic vision allows the discrimination of a larger number of colours than achromatic vision does (Vorobyev 1997) . Many animals including honeybees can use the chromatic and the achromatic aspect of colour to detect and discriminate objects (Lehrer & Bishof 1995; Giurfa et al. 1997 ) but they learn the chromatic aspect much easier (Frisch 1914) . When forced to discriminate stimuli at specific distances, bees use achromatic cues at a large distance (thus with high spatial resolution) and chromatic cues at close distance (and with low resolution; Giurfa et al. 1997) . It is largely unknown, however, how honeybees or other insects use both types of information during the approach to a flower, in a natural feeding situation.
At night, when little light is available, chromatic vision becomes less reliable as a result of photon shot noise, and achromatic vision might allow animals to discriminate a larger number of stimuli than chromatic vision does (Vorobyev 1997) . We can expect nocturnal animals to rely more on achromatic vision then diurnal animals do. The hummingbird hawkmoth (Macroglossum stellatarum) is a diurnal sphingid but its ancestors were nocturnal or crepuscular moths. Hummingbird hawkmoths have trichromatic colour vision very similar to bees, with receptors sensitive to ultraviolet, blue and green light (Kelber et al. 2003a) . It is known that they can discriminate lights of different wavelengths (Kelber 1996; Kelber & Hénique 1999) . They choose the training wavelength even when it is brighter or darker by a factor of 10, thus disregarding the achromatic aspect of colour.
Here I ask whether they can also learn to use the achromatic aspect of a colour and which of both aspects they give higher weight in a conflicting situation. I also studied whether hawkmoths learn intensities and wavelengths in an absolute or relative way. Here, relative colour learning implies that an animal learns to choose the shorter or longer of two wavelengths. For instance, wallabies (Macropus eugenii ) trained to associate 450 nm with food and 500 nm with no food were later tested with 500 and 550 nm and chose 500 nm which was the shorter of the two wavelengths (Hemmi 1999) . Relative colour learning has not yet been shown in any animal other than the wallaby. An animal learns the relative intensity if it learns to choose the dimmer or brighter of two lights, independent of the absolute intensities.
MATERIAL AND METHODS
Macroglossum stellatarum are bred continuously in the lab. The larvae were fed the native food plant (Galium mollugo L.), and newly eclosed moths were used for the experiment. Training took place in a flight cage, 50!70 cm 2 in area, 50 cm high and illuminated from above by four Osram Biolux tubes (resulting in a light intensity of 100 cd m
K2
). The naive moths were trained to feed from one of two adjacent feeders, 6 cm apart, on a black rectangular disc (20 cm wide and 10 cm high), that was presented vertically in the cage. Each feeder consisted of a plexiglass disc, 20 mm in diameter, with a ring-shaped food reservoir that could be filled from the front. Each feeder disc also served as stimulus. It was illuminated from behind using a Schott ILC 2500 lamp with an 8 mm wide light guide. The end of the light guide was connected to the feeder disc by means of a filter box that held an interference filter, a diffuser and a lens that spread the light evenly over the feeder disc. Light intensities were measured using a radiometer (IL1700) and adjusted in such a way that both stimuli either emitted equal numbers of photons (10 16 photons s K1 m K2 sr K1 ) or differed by a factor of 10. Both lights were brighter than the black background reflecting the cage light but dimmer than a white background would have been. Animals were released individually into the cage where they spontaneously found the food source and fed. Each animal was trained during one feeding session daily, to associate the positive stimulus with a reward of 20% sucrose solution and the negative stimulus with no reward. During one such feeding session, a moth made on average 10 choices.
In three different experiments, three different groups of moths were trained to discriminate two stimuli that differed either in wavelength, in intensity or in both. The training wavelengths of 440 and 470 nm both belong to the range of innately preferred colours, with 440 nm being preferred to 470 nm by naive moths (Kelber 1997) . After two days of training, a test was performed prior to each training session. During tests, no sucrose solution was presented, and each time the moth approached and probed a feeder with the proboscis was counted as a choice. As hawkmoths feed on the wing, this is a very clear choice criterion. Ten choices by each animal were registered in each test, this procedure usually lasted between 5 and 10 min. The positions of the rewarded and unrewarded stimulus were swapped in a pseudo-random order, both during training and tests.
RESULTS (a)
The chromatic aspect of colour is learned fast and reliably The first group of moths was trained to discriminate between two stimuli that had the same physical intensity but differed by wavelength. In the control test after two days of training, the moths chose the positive stimulus (440 nm, 10 16 photons s K1 m K2 sr
K1
; figure 1a) more frequently than the negative stimulus (470 nm, same intensity as the positive stimulus). They continued to choose the positive wavelength in subsequent tests, where either of the wavelengths was presented with a 10 times higher intensity (figure 1b,c, white bars). The last test was designed to determine whether the moths learned wavelength in an absolute or relative way. When the moths were given the choice between two lights of 410 and 440 nm, they chose the correct training wavelength, 440 nm (figure 1d ). Thus, they had learned the absolute wavelength and did not choose the shorter of the two wavelengths.
(b) The achromatic aspect of colour is learned more slowly The second group of moths was trained to choose the dimmer of two 440 nm lights that differed in intensity by a factor of 10. Eighteen out of 23 naive animals (78%, binomial test, p!0.05) showed a preference for the stimulus with higher intensity, prior to training. After two days of training, the moths had not yet learned to choose the darker shade of blue (52% correct choices, 140 choices by 14 animals, G-test, n.s.). After six days of training, they chose the low-intensity light (figure 2a, grey bar) more frequently than the high-intensity light (figure 2a, white bar). This was the case even in the test two days later, where they were given the choice between the training wavelength, at high intensity, and a 470 nm light, at low intensity (figure 2b). In this test, the achromatic aspect of colour was obviously more important for their choice than the chromatic aspect. In the same test, moths that were trained to the same positive stimulus but 470 nm as negative stimulus, chose differently (see previous paragraph and figure 1b) .
When given the choice between a 440 nm light of the training intensity and another light of the same wavelength that was dimmer by a factor of 10, the result was not clear. Some animals chose the dimmer light more frequently, others chose the correct absolute intensity more frequently and still others chose randomly. Taken together, the choices in this test do not allow one to decide whether the moths had learned the absolute or relative intensity (figure 2c). (c) Chromatic versus achromatic aspect of colour A third group of moths was trained to associate a dim stimulus of 440 nm with food and a bright stimulus of 470 nm with the absence of food. They chose correctly in the control test with the training stimuli ( figure 3a) . When the correct wavelength was presented with the incorrect intensity, and vice versa, moths preferentially chose the correct colour and incorrect intensity (figure 3b). In this conflicting situation, they clearly relied on the chromatic aspect of colour and disregarded intensity.
DISCUSSION (a)
Moths can use the achromatic and chromatic aspect of colour: a matter of attention? I conclude that hummingbird hawkmoths can learn to associate both, the chromatic and the achromatic aspect of colour, with a reward. After training to the same positive stimulus (a dim light of 440 nm), two groups of moth made different choices depending on the negative stimulus present during training (compare figures 1b and 2b): moths trained to choose between a dim light of 440 and 470 nm preferred a bright light of 440 nm (correct wavelength) to a dim light of 470 nm (correct intensity). Moths trained to discriminate the dim light of 440 nm from a bright light of the same wavelength preferred the dim light of 470 nm (correct intensity) to the bright light of 440 nm (correct wavelength). The result is so clear (100% choices) that it is unlikely to be only due to the fact that 440 nm is the more attractive wavelength. These results strongly indicate that the learning situation determines the learning result. The moths learn to use the cue that contains relevant information. When two colours differ in wavelength only, they learn to use the chromatic aspect. The reason may be that they direct their attention only to this cue (Zentall & Riley 2000) . This is consistent with results of earlier experiments using many different combinations of positive and negative training wavelengths (Kelber & Hénique 1999) . In a situation where two stimuli differed in intensity only the moths learned to rely on the achromatic aspect.
Why did it take the moths much longer time to learn this discrimination than the wavelength discrimination? One possible explanation is that the moths usually direct their attention towards the chromatic aspect of colour and change this only after several days. Earlier experiments (Balkenius & Kelber 2004) found that colour had a strong influence on place learning. When trained to discriminate colours such as blue and yellow, moths did not pay any attention to feeder position but with similar colours, they paid attention to the position of the rewarded feeder. It is possible that moths pay more attention to achromatic cues if they are combined with wavelengths different from their innate preference.
This would easily explain the results of an earlier experiment (Kelber & Hénique 1999) where moths were trained to discriminate two long-wavelength stimuli (590 and 630 nm). Both stimuli had equal physical intensitieshowever, as a result of its spectral sensitivity, the moths' green receptor captures many more photons from the 590 nm stimulus than from the 630 nm stimulus. The moths learned to discriminate both colours in the training situation but when the 630 nm stimulus was presented with a higher intensity than the 590 nm stimulus, they were unable to choose the correct colour. This result clearly indicated that the moths do not possess a second long-wavelength receptor besides the green receptor. The discrimination must have been based on the achromatic difference between both stimuli. The moths continued to choose the stimulus that resulted in a higher photon catch, when physical intensities were changed. The same moths continued to choose the stimulus with the higher intensity, for several days, in a second discrimination task where they were able to use colour (630 versus 470 nm; Kelber & Hénique 1999) . They had learned to direct their attention to the achromatic aspect of colour, and it took them several days to change and use the chromatic aspect of colour.
Attention has been suggested as an explanation for differences in discrimination performance in bees: honeybees and bumble-bees discriminate very similar colours only if they see both colours during training (Dyer & Chittka 2004a; Giurfa 2004) . Possibly, paying attention to the small colour difference is essential for learning (Giurfa 2004) . Increased attention may also explain the trade-off between speed and accuracy in bumble-bees trained in difficult colour discrimination tasks (Dyer & Chittka 2004b) .
(b) Moths give more weight to the chromatic aspect of colour The chromatic aspect of colour is learned faster and more reliably (95% correct choices after two days of training; figure 1) than the achromatic aspect (52% correct choices after two days and 70% correct choices after six days of training; figure 2 ). Similar studies have not been preformed with other Lepidoptera, but the results can be compared to those obtained from honeybees and bumblebees. In a similar way to the hawkmoth, honeybees learn the achromatic aspect of colour so much more slowly that Frisch (1914) concluded they did not learn it at all. Later experiments proved that bees can learn both aspects of colour but that the achromatic and chromatic pathways have different spatial resolution (Giurfa et al. 1997) . The achromatic pathway is based on the green receptors (Lehrer 1993 ) and the chromatic pathway involves two opponent interactions between all three receptor types . In controlled y-maze experiments, bees learn the chromatic aspect of objects larger than 158 in visual angle, and the achromatic aspect of objects smaller than that (Giurfa et al. 1997) . Similar to the moths, bees need many trials to reliably learn stimuli that do not offer chromatic contrast (Lehrer & Bishof 1995) . With high contrasts, bees can even detect large targets by means of their achromatic contrast (Hempel de Ibarra et al. 2000) .
Little is known about the attention honeybees give to chromatic and achromatic contrast in a situation where both cues are available. However, there are indications that the chromatic aspect of colour is given more attention by bees as well. In the natural situation where a bee flies unrestricted over a meadow, any flower is small from a distance. The achromatic contrast should therefore be seen (and possibly be used) first and the chromatic contrast should only become visible when the bee is closer to the flower. Spaethe et al. (2001) performed an experiment somewhat closer to the natural situation than the y-maze experiments: bumble-bees were trained to find artificial flowers on an artificial miniature meadow. When they were trained to find large flowers, their search times were correlated with the chromatic contrast of the flower to the background. Only when the flowers were very small (8 mm in diameter), search times correlated with their achromatic contrast to the background (Spaethe et al. 2001) . Thus, just as the moths, bees may prefer to pay more attention to one or the other stimulus, depending on the learning situation, and they may prefer the chromatic signal when it is available. In the hummingbird hawkmoth, the chromatic channel is based on three receptor types in a similar way as in the honeybee (Kelber & Hénique 1999) but the neuronal basis of the achromatic channel and the spatial resolution of both channels are unknown.
Generally, achromatic contrast is considered a less reliable cue for object recognition than chromatic contrast (Kelber et al. 2003b) . High achromatic contrasts can be caused by shadows just as well as by objects. Moreover, achromatic contrast is less reliable under changing light conditions. A blue flower that is darker than the background of green leaves, for an insect green receptor at noon, may easily become brighter during late twilight (Campenhausen 1986 ; own unpublished data). The diurnal hummingbird hawkmoth has evolved from crepuscular or nocturnal ancestors. It is therefore not surprising that it prefers to use the chromatic aspect of colour for flower detection and possesses good colour constancy (Balkenius & Kelber 2004) . In nocturnal hawkmoths, only chromatic vision has been tested so far. The nocturnal elephant hawkmoth (Deilephila elpenor) learns flower colours independent of intensity (Kelber et al. 2002) and possesses colour constancy (Balkenius & Kelber 2004 ). However, most nocturnal hawkmothpollinated flowers are white (without reflecting ultraviolet light; e.g. Vogel 1954; White et al. 1994 ) and thus present a high and reliable achromatic contrast to the dark background of leaves. It seems likely that nocturnal moths use this cue to a larger degree than diurnal animals do.
(c) Relative versus absolute learning As already indicated by earlier results (Balkenius & Kelber 2004 ), hawkmoths learn colour in an absolute way (figure 1d ). The only animal that has been shown to learn wavelengths in a relative way is the wallaby-a marsupial with dichromatic colour vision (Hemmi 1999) . In dichromats, a single interaction between two receptor types describes the chromatic aspect of colour and the colours are arranged from short to long wavelengths. It therefore seems reasonable that a dichromat learns relative positions of colours rather than absolute wavelengths. In trichromatic animals, colour vision is based on two independent chromatic interactions between three receptors (Kelber et al. 2003b ) and relative wavelength is not an obvious concept for them. A possible explanation is that moths learned the contrast of the stimuli to the black background and were confused when that changed. The intensity difference used in the experiments was large-a factor of 10 resulting in a contrast of 82%-which may also have contributed to the result. More experiments are necessary to understand whether and when moths learn relative or absolute intensities.
